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Abstract

Estimation of the shortest wave-path is a crucial task not only in the field of acoustic emission (AE) source

location. The choice of most suitable solution method largely depends on the kind and form of the body shape

definition.  The  differential  geometry  provides  useful  means  in  a  case  of  mathematically  well-describable

surfaces. Further, the graph theory is capable to solve the problem when there exists an interpretation of a body

as a system of mass points (nodes) and their interconnections (edges), i.e. a graph. Another recently designed

method was inspired by Huygens principle as easy to implement alternative suitable for discretized 2D or 3D

'bitmap' pictures of a body. This approach also enables tracing of elastic waves propagating in structures of

complicated  shapes  without  mathematical  models.  Such  approach  enables  collecting  sufficient  amount  of

representative data for AE source location algorithms based on database searching or artificial neural networks.

The new method already showed its advantages and potentialities in practical tasks as discussed.          
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem definition

Many problems in real world lead to estimating of shortest way between two given points.

Anyhow it seams to be a simple task, there are many complicated cases in practice, as e.g.

measuring the distance on a surface of complex bodies. In the field of non-destructive testing

(NDT)  we  meet  many  situations  as  illustrated  in  fig.1  when  there  is  no  straight  line

connecting points A and B. For reliable results of acoustic emission (AE) source location it is

needed to trace elastic wave while propagating from initiation point (A) to sensor (B) and

estimate the distance between them.    

Figure 1. Example of elastic wave tracing on a real aircraft structure part.

The choice of most suitable method for solving the problem depends largely on the kind or

form of the body shape definition. It can be given by simple hand drawing on a paper, as

a photograph, as 2D or 3D computer sketch, otherwise as a mathematical model etc.   
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1.2 Differential geometry solution

The theory of differential geometry is suitable and provides necessary apparatus for case of

mathematically well-describable surfaces [1]. It supposes that the surfaces are mathematically

described as a conjunction of several simple parametric shapes. By solving the system of

geodesic equations it finds geodesics (shortest ways) on simple and combined surfaces. The

advantage  of  this  approach  can  be  its  good  precision,  however,  the  method is  relatively

complicated to implement and there is necessary need to discretize the borders between the

two neighbouring model shapes.      

1.3 Graph theory solution 

The graph theory is capable to solve the problem when there exists an interpretation of a body

as a system of mass points (nodes) and their interconnections (edges), i.e. a graph. In graph

theory,  the finding of shortest  path consists  in searching a path between two vertices  (or

nodes) in a graph such that the sum of the weights of its constituent edges is minimized [2].

Not only for graphs representing a body just by rectangular mesh points (see left part of fig.2)

there may be more than one different shortest paths, all of the same length. The distance

between two points in a grid based on a strictly horizontal and/or vertical path is called “the

Manhattan distance” as the simple sum of horizontal and vertical components. Anyway, such

approach gives us only very rough estimate of actual distance due to entirely four allowed

path directions.   

To increase the precision it  is needed to suppose more possible directions,  i.e.  the higher

number of graph edges (see right part of fig.2) and consequently very complex graph. There

may be also a problem of construction of an adequate graph (with holes in material etc.) in

this case similar with shortest path finding itself.     

Figure 2. Demonstration of graph designs.

The typical  and well  known algorithm for  shortest  way estimation in  graphs is  Dijkstra's

algorithm [3].  The algorithm exists  in  many variants.  Dijkstra's original  version finds  the

shortest  path between two nodes,  but  a  more common variant  fixes  a  single node as  the

"source"  node  and  finds  shortest  paths  from the  source  to  all  other  nodes  in  the  graph,

producing a shortest path tree.
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2. Huygens' principle based solution

2.1 Motivation

The new method of shortest ways finding is further generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm and

can be considered as a basic model of wave propagation. It can be regarded as a simple to

implement alternative suitable for discrete bodies derived from 2D or 3D bitmap pictures.

Such  approach  also  enables  the  tracing  of  elastic  waves  propagating  through  bodies  of

complicated shape. It is inspired by Huygens' principle: each point on an advancing wave

front may be considered to be a new point source generating spherical Huygens' wavelets. For

known location of a wave front at one time, the location of the wave front at a slightly later

time t+Δt can be determined by drawing spherical arcs centred at points along the wave front.

Each spherical arc is a Huygens' wavelet. The radius of each arc (cΔt) is given by the distance

that sound travels in that small amount of time.

Figure 3. Illustration of Huygens' principle.

2.2 “Flooding“ propagation

Let's  visualise the principle of new method as a “flooding” propagation in a bitmap. The

similarity with the graph theory is simple and clear. Every centre of a pixel can be taken as

a node, while the edges can be considered in the meaning of specific body topology. All pixels

representing the body can be marked in each step of algorithm as “not reached”, “already

reached”, “actual” and “next” (see fig.4). For every actual pixel, the “next pixels” from the set

of  body pixels are searched.  Those are potentially the points  within some fixed diameter

around selected actual pixel, representing the pattern of specific level (see fig.4). The “out-of-

mass” and “a hole over-jumping problem” pixels are excluded from the pattern as described in

following chapters. 
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Figure 4. Visualisation of flooding.

2.3 “A hole over-jumping“ problem

Similarly as for well identifiable “out-of-mass” points, it  is needed to stop propagation in

a space angle behind each reached pixel out of mass to avoid over-jumping of a material hole

(see fig.5). The width of the space angle should be narrower with the longer distance from

particular “out-of-mass” point to default pixel (see fig.6). By such restriction, the propagation

continues not in the direct way through material hole, but passes by the problematic area.  

Figure 5. “A hole over-jumping” problem illustration.

Solving the problem which points to exclude from the “potentially next” pixels set is crucial

step of the algorithm. The general rule can be based on polar coordinates of “potentially next”

points (centres of pixels) in circular pattern (see fig.4-6). The pole of coordinate system is set

to “default pixel”. Afterwards, it is possible to exclude all points having with some tolerance

similar angular coordinate and simultaneously higher radial coordinate than all out-of-mass

points. This general rule works well even for 3D data. The level of tolerance is indirectly

proportional to the radial coordinate of particular pixel. That means the forbidden section is

wider for pixels closer to default point (pole) and vice versa. Some examples of “forbidden
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pattern pixels“ for case of different pattern diameters and “out-of-mass” pixels are shown in

fig. 6.  

Figure 6. Examples of forbidden pattern sections.

2.4 Discrete distance computation

During each propagation step it is possible to gradually compute the estimate of the distance

from initiation to actual pixel. The method is to jump from every actual pixel to all approved

next pixels from the pattern (see fig.7). 

Figure 7. Scheme of actual distance “d” updating.

Let's assume the actual pixel has relative position indexes [0,0] and the information about the

distance “d”. Indexes [i,j] represent the relative position of a pixel within the pattern, while

number pi , j =√i
2
+ j

2
is  the distance of selected target pixel  with coordinates  [i,j] from

actual pixel. In case of a jump onto “not reached pixel”, distance  d+p
i,j
 is set there. If the
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target pixel already has an information about previously set distance d' that is greater than the

number d+p
i,j
 , the actual distance d' is overwritten by this value d+p

i,j
 .

3. Summary

Recently designed method for finding shortest ways was inspired by Huygens' principle as

easy to implement alternative suitable for discretized 2D or 3D “bitmap” pictures of a body.

This approach also enables tracing of elastic waves propagating in structures of complicated

shapes without mathematical models. Such approach enables collecting sufficient amount of

representative data for AE source location algorithms based on database searching or artificial

neural  networks.  The  new  method  already  showed  its  advantages  and  potentialities  in

practical tasks as monitoring of fatigue crack growth in aircraft wing flange [4] or location of

acoustic emission sources in geometrically sparse structures [5].

Above described algorithm can be summarized into following steps: 

INITIATION: - set zero distance to all mass pixels

- set initial propagation pixel(s) as actual (i.e. wave source point)

PROPAGATION: - for each actual pixels find potential next pixels 

  (laying inside circular pattern)

→ find pixels to forbid

    (”out-of-mass” or  “over-jumping problem” points)

→ set appropriate new distance number to all allowed pixels 

       of circular pattern 

→ set next pixels as actual 

REPEAT PROPAGATION until all mass pixels are reached... 
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